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A shamanic, galactic and celtic sound meditation into the elven realm with deep didjeridu, moon lute,

celtic guitar, elven vocals, tibetan bowls, bamboo flute, frame drum and much more . . . 3 MP3 Songs

WORLD: World Fusion, NEW AGE: Celtic New Age Details: Total Playing Time 61:16 Greetings,

Blessings and Love to you We are Sidhe Dao a collective of Sound Healers, Multi-Dimensional

Musicians, Qigong and Yoga Teachers, and Elven Kin based in Portland, Oregon who are dedicated to

helping raise the vibration of the inhabitants of the beautiful planet Earth. Elven Dream, the CD you are

now experiencing, is a love offering channeled from the realm of Fae to enhance your meditation,

awakening, and present moment awareness. This is a journey home, into the Dao of the moment where

all possibilities exist as pure potential. Listening to Elven Dream helps to balance the right and left

hemispheres of your brain, also bringing balance to your Yin/Yang energies through the bi-hemispheric

sound recording process. The result of this experience is an internal cleansing and balancing of your

body / mind / spirit system. Through the use of sacred instruments of many of the world's nature based

traditions, this music will help to awaken and re-connect you with your own sacred lineage. The tones

trigger genetic codes within which bring back to this moment the lessons, magic, and information of all of

your 'past' lifetimes. In truth, all of these lifetimes are happening simultaneously as time itself is not linear

as is commonly believed. We are helping to build the rainbow bridges which connect us all with our

sacred lineage. Do you have resonance with all things Celtic? Tibetan? Aboriginal? Native American?

Daoist? Peruvian? Buddhist? Hindu? Allow your sacred lineage to return to the cells of your body as you

meditate with the Elven Dream. Call home your spiritual power as an awakened multi-dimensional spirit in

body. About the Cover Photograph The beautiful being emenating from the front cover is from an actual

photograph taken by Ryan in the Columbia River Gorge. He went for a walk one day to his most sacred

waterfall, asking for the veils to lift and for the magical realm to show itself. Upon returning home, he

discovered this magical face smiling out from the crook of a branch. The only thing that has been done to

the photo is a zoom in and mirror image to complete the face (which is in Profile in the actual photo). We

are not alone About the Elven Lineage What does it mean to connect with the Elven Lineage? Elves are
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not just small, mischievious beings sitting on toadstools. Elves are not just tall, etheric immortals who

guide humanity through trials and awakenings as in Tolkien's vision. These archetypes express some of

the dimensions of the Fae (Faery) realm. In the deeper understand, all of us are connected to the lineage

of the Elves. Beyond the third dimension, beyond our skin and bones, we all exist as flowing patterns of

light, sacred geometry, sound and information. Close your eyes in this moment and look deep within

yourself . . . beyond your body, but not seperate from it. Experience yourself as a flowing knotwork

pattern of light and consciousness. . . This is your galactic Elven spirit which is reaching to be

acknowledged and born through your cells into this world. This is the vibratory level to which our Elven kin

are beckoning us . . . back to the intimate connection with the greens and golds of nature. Back to the

openess of heart and spirit and into realms of indescribable magic. Love is All Who are we? ryan of the

woods {Ryan Powell} didjeridu, flowing celtic guitar, sacred elven voice, Tibetan bowls, Peruvian pan

pipes, moon lute (China) , hulusi (China), tin whistle, Native American flute, deep bamboo flute,

dao-shaman lineage frame drum, rainstick ryan is a sound and energy healer, shamanic qigong teacher

and musician whose calling in life is to bring through vibrations of unconditional love for the healing and

awakening of the planet. He facilitates guided meditations and multi-dimensional toning to strengthen the

universal web of wholeness and connection. kr*s*n of the moon {Kristin Bowen} harmonium, sacred elven

voice. The sound of nature singing recorded at mystical Tryon Creek in Portland, Oregon.
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